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SEQUENCE PLAY 
EXAMPLE

Sequence is the system in Katanas & Trenchcoats where protagonists 
are trying to achieve some goal over several moments—or “beats”—and 
the Darkest Cosmos is trying to complicate their lives in the process. 

This took nearly an hour of play time. This play example is verbose, 
to show you various aspects of playing Katanas & Trenchcoats along-
side the specifics of the sequence rules.

The cast:

 † The Herald, played by Ryan

 † Henrí the immortal (he/him), played by Heléne

 † Shotgun the car wizard (they/them), played by Sunisa

 † Mal the hunter (she/her), played by Mischa

The Herald is played by this game’s core creator, Ryan. Why say that? 
Because some moments slightly diverge from the rules as written—as 
part of how this session was genuinely played. It’s fine to drift in the 
moment, as long as everyone (including the Darkest Cosmos) has fun, 
everyone sticks to the spirit of the rules, and no one feels the drifts 
are unfair.
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Painting the scene
At the end of their last episode, the three protagonists were on their 
way to some interesting plot point in the desert of the Darkest Inland 
Empire. The group ended up taking a few sessions off because life 
happens, so the Herald decided to start the next episode with an 
abrupt sequence to get the creative blood flowing.

HERALD: Now that we’ve recapped, let’s kick it off ! You find your-
self trapped… in a fae realm, because apparently there are fae in the 
Inland Empire. We open the scene to a strange, misty place. You’re 
in a cage of, like, briars and thorns and shit.

SUNISA: This is like that time Shotgun got drunk with, unbeknownst 
to them, an ocean-faring fae. And they don’t get along with these 
ones at all. So I’ve definitely seen this sort of thing before, on liter-
ally the worst bender ever.

Shotgun has as one of their Identities “I half-remember that time I had a 
bender with…”

HERALD: I love that. Grandeur! We’re definitely gonna use the hell 
out of that.

HERALD: So let’s set up the sequence. There are three protagonists, 
so there are three core questions to get through. The first question, 
the first obstacle: you’re trapped in this twisted, magical briar death 
cage. How do you deal with that?

HELÉNE: It’s probably hanging over some bottomless pit, isn’t it?

HERALD: What do you know, it totally is! It’s all abyss-y under you, 
and smells funky too.

MISCHA: Grandeur for that, Heléne!

HERALD: And let’s add some roaring coming from the abyss under 
you, why not.

SEQUENCE PLAY 
EXAMPLE
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Beat 1: escaping the magical briar cage
After some more banter from Sunisa about Shotgun’s prior bacchanalian 
encounter with Inland Empire fae, and a side comment about the head-
ache in trying to remember probably being some sort of curse, the Herald 
gets the moment moving again.

HERALD: Alright, let’s see how Shotgun approaches this situation. 
This is your beat. What do you want to do? Other people can chime 
in, but sounds like you all are waiting to see what chaos Shotgun 
is going to cause.

MISCHA, HELÉNE: Correct.

SUNISA: Okay, as I dimly recall if you cut these, they just regrow 
like hydra heads. So, who’s got fire? I know that sounds like a bad 
plan, but I promise you the alternative is worse.

MISCHA: You’re saying we should burn the thorny cage we’re 
surrounded by, over an endless and very rank hole?

SUNISA: Judiciously burn, yes.

HERALD: I’m so game for this. Who wants to “safely” burn your 
way out of the death cage?

MISCHA: Sure! I’ve got my solid gold cigarette lighter. And I have 
my hairspray on me, ‘cuz I always gotta look good.

This started as Shotgun’s beat, but notice how it naturally shifted to being 
open to anyone. Mischa jumped in and everyone else was excited for his 
terrible idea, so it became his character Mal’s beat. After a tangent about 
“spray-pomade” and some Grandeur, the group gets back on track.

HERALD: Great! So the Darkest Cosmos has 6 dice that say you’ll 
regret listening to Shotgun’s idea in a very immediate way.

MISCHA: I’m going all in for this bad idea. This sounds like 
Potency (3) and Forge (1). And I’ll grab a die from the Grandeur 
pool as well.

Note that Mischa didn’t genuinely say “sounds like Potency three and 
Forge one…,” but for the sake of this example that’s how we’ll write it.
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SUNISA: I’ll give a helping die, for putting the fire out at exactly the 
right time. That costs me 1 Pneuma. 

Shotgun is using their Family is Everything Endowment, supercharged 
because this action is also in their Oil Element.

Mischa’s roll: 2 successes

2  3  4  5  7  8

Herald’s roll: 2 successes

2  3  4  6  7  0

Mischa chooses to not spend the large amount of Pneuma to reroll, so it’s 
a tie—a messy success.

HERALD: Alright! So as you burn the hole in the cage and crawl 
onto the spindly branch it’s hanging off, something precious to you 
dropped into the abyss. What is it?

Eventually after some discussion to come up with a good idea.

MISCHA: My “Hunter of the Year” plaque, that I apparently carry 
on me all the time.

Beat 2: getting past the ogre guard
HERALD: Now that you all have crawled onto solid ground, an ogre 

comes charging up to you. “Hey! You three! You’re not supposed 
to be out of the cage! That’s not how your story plays out!” He’s 
looking to recapture you, and put you back in a cage, but this time 
with less fire. How do you deal with that?

HELÉNE: Wouldn’t you rather be the story of the old man who helps 
three heroes make a daring escape?

HERALD: … Are you trying to convince the ogre to be on your side?

HELÉNE: Hell yeah.

MISCHA: I’m surprised you aren’t attacking the ogre.

HELÉNE: As soon as this goes wrong, Henrí will get murder-y.
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HERALD: I love all of this, and look forward to the chaos. How are 
you going about the convincing?

SUNISA: Mind if I jump in with how Shotgun’s helping Henrí?

HELÉNE: Please do!

SUNISA: I leverage Shotgun’s Oil Element to hype Henrí’s words. 
“Mister Ogre, you’re given the opportunity—the call to action, 
as it were—to reframe your story and become part of this hero’s 
journey. You can take on a grand new role, not just be a villainous 
bump in the road. Alright Henrí, take it away!”

HELÉNE: Are you going to seize your destiny, or are you going 
to die?

HERALD: I’m confused. Are you trying to convince the ogre, or 
start a fight?

HELÉNE: I’m intimidating him, basically.

HERALD: That doesn’t really play with Shotgun’s hyping you up, 
so you won’t get that die and Shotgun won’t get the Element bene-
fits. Do you want to still do that or try a different way? I’m good 
either way.

HELÉNE: (Thinking for a couple moments.) Henrí says, “I’m so sorry, 
here I am talking at you like you’re a villain. See, even we heroes 
can be trapped in the narratives of others. But I want to be your 
friend. I want to be a supporting character in your life, to change 
our own narratives into that of an immortal and an ogre who 
become bonded siblings. What do you say… brother?”

HERALD: Great! This seems like a 5-dice situation based on how 
the tension feels. Tell me what you’re putting together.

HELÉNE: I’m using Sway (2) and Cunning (2). I get a die from 
Shotgun, and will take a Grandeur die. I’d also like to buy a die. 
How much does that cost?

HERALD: Is convincing a fae being to join you somehow in one of 
your Ambits?
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HELÉNE: (Looks over character.) No.

HERALD: Then it’s 3 Pneuma per die. It’d be 2 per for something in 
your Ambit, and 1 per for a supercharged Ambit.

HELÉNE: I’ll buy one. That’s seven dice.

Heléne’s roll: 6 successes

3  4  5  7  8  8  0  > 0  7

Herald’s roll: 2 successes

2  5  5  9  0

HERALD: That’s a dramatic success for Henrí! And Shotgun gets 
a momentum die thanks to their Element. The ogre is all, “You 
know what, you’re right! I don’t even like eating people! I just do 
it because of all the peer pressure.” Also, Henrí gets a momentum 
die, thanks to the dramatic success (and me blanking on a more 
creative reward).

It’s okay to not always need a “more creative reward” for these moments! 
Look at all the creative work this Herald is already doing.

After some more banter, the group invites the ogre—who introduced 
himself as “Mr. Teeth” once he became a named NPC—to join them as 
a comrade. Shotgun uses an Edge that allows them to summon a ride 
anywhere, no matter how improbable—in this case, a chariot pulled by a 
chthonic horror, because that sounds good at the moment. Shotgun also 
declares the ogre as Family.

SUNISA: I toss the keys to the chariot to my new best bud. “Mr. 
Teeth, you drive.”

Beat 3: negotiating the departure
HERALD: Alright, for the next obstacle… Mal, you’re well versed in 

arcane shit. What’s an obstacle you’d be worried to encounter right 
now, that you really hope doesn’t happen?
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MISCHA: I mean, with fae I’m worried about obnoxious geas bullshit.

HERALD: Great! Tell me about the obnoxious geas bullshit you 
have hanging over your head?

MISCHA: Yeah, I got one for refusing hospitality of someone 
important. That’s why I’m hoping we’re just gonna fight our way 
out quickly before they notice I’m here. (Said with a grin.)

HERALD: Guess what?

MISCHA: They notice I’m here, since you’re doing your job.

HERALD: Ding! And thank you. Also, of course have some Gran-
deur. So, as you approach a portal back to the Realms Mortal, a 
mist appears in front of you. It coalesces into an unscalable wall, 
with a single portcullis and a lithe, radiant fae noble blocking 
your path.

Mischa and the Herald flesh out Mal’s past relationship with this noble of 
a spurned romance, and what happened afterward to cause this moment’s 
rather unfortunate turn—which we retconned into the reason the group 
got pulled into the fae realm in the first place.

HERALD: So Tindy, the noble, raises their hand up and you levi-
tate. They’re pretty cross with you for foiling their plan for your 
suffering. How are you gonna handle running into this possessive 
old flame?

MISCHA: I’m going to talk my way out of it, with vague non-prom-
ises of having them come back with me into the real world for 
a date.

HERALD: Hmm. Getting a powerful fae to forgive you for all those 
things enough to get them to follow you out of their realm of power 
is a really big deal story-wise, so the Darkest Cosmos is gonna give 
me 7 dice. 

MISCHA: I’ll use Cunning (2) and Sway (3), take a die from Gran-
deur, and buy 2 more dice by spending 6 Pneuma, since this isn’t 
in Mal’s Ambit.
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Mischa’s roll: 2 successes

1  1  4  6  6  6  8  9

Herald’s roll: 6 successes

4  7  7  7  8  9  0

HERALD: Well, with a dramatic setback for Mal, the conversation 
back and forth over this ends up turning into a serious promise of 
hospitality and safe passage for them. Which means congrats! You 
have a Compact with your fae ex on giving them a date worthy of 
their station.

MISCHA: That won’t end well. Grandeur for that!

HERALD: They say, “Go and prepare your domicile to be suitable 
for my presence. I shall be along this mortal evening.”

Beat 4: we can’t leave just yet...
HERALD: The noble releases you. Since that wasn’t a success, there’s 

one more beat left in sequence. Do any of you have an interesting 
idea for a beat?

SUNISA: Shotgun has a momentum die that says “I know a guy” (the 
car wizard’s Serendipity Endowment), one of the greatest fae artists 
of the Inland Empire. We’ll go get them, to give Mal a fighting 
chance to make her “domicile” ready for her date tonight.

HERALD: Great! So what’s the challenge that makes this worth 
a beat?

SUNISA: We have to break him out of prison.

HERALD: So your beat involves going back for someone, not some-
thing about some trouble in continuing to leave?

SUNISA: Yup!
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HERALD: That sounds really more like a side beat rather than 
one directly about your plight, and I love it. Let’s go with this: the 
opening you’re granted isn’t going to stay open for long. That gives 
us two beats: can you get this brilliant fae artist, and—succeed or 
fail—can you get out in time without more severe consequences?

SUNISA: Great! So, we ask the ogre where the prison is, and head 
that way.

HERALD: As you get there, good news! There’s a prison uprising 
happening! Bad news, it’s not going well, and the artist is about to 
be stomped. How do you handle that?

MISCHA: Henrí, will you fetch him?

SUNISA: Please, or at least distract him long enough for me to?

HELÉNE: Alright, who needs stabbing?

HERALD: There’s a redcap who looks like Mr. T. He’s about to liter-
ally take a bite out of the artist. So…

HELÉNE: I start by taking a figurative bite out of the redcap, then 
proceed to cut everyone around us who means him ill.

HERALD: Alright. There’s 6 dice that say you aren’t getting 
out unscathed.

HELÉNE: I’m using Tenacity (3) since there are a lot of them, plus 
Force (3), and a die from Grandeur. My Edge for being outnum-
bered gives me a die. And I have my momentum die still. Should I 
spend Pneuma for more dice? How much is it for a die?

That Edge Heléne mentioned is one he made up, as a twist on Dual 
Awesome Blades. We encourage that!

HERALD: Are they worthy foes?

HELÉNE: Hell, no!

HERALD: Then it’s in your Ambit since you’re fighting with your 
Awesome Blade, but not supercharged. 2 Pneuma per die.

HELÉNE: I don’t need it. Let’s go!
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Heléne’s roll: 5 successes

2  2  3  5  7  7  9  9  9

Herald’s roll: 4 successes

5  6  7  7  8  9

HERALD: That’s a dramatic success for you! I’m open to ideas on 
what else that gives you, beyond easily rescuing the artist.

HELÉNE: I don’t have any ideas. Anyone else?

SUNISA: Yes! Someone starts narrating the Jabberwocky as you 
take off the redcap’s head. And now you’re renowned in the Inland 
Empire for this battle.

MISCHA: Yeah, you’re the human who slew a Duke of the Sidhe 
Empires without breaking a sweat.

HELÉNE: I am?

HERALD: Why not! Yep, you totally did without even realizing it, 
since he wasn’t a worthy foe. And now you’re both reviled and 
spoken of in terrified whispers. Write that down somewhere as an 
Identity as “Henrí Duke-Slayer”, while I write on the Cartograph 
“Fae of the Inland Empire” and connect them to you.

Beat 5: a race against the portcullis
HERALD: Alright, as you race back to the portal back, you can see 

the portcullis lowering.

HELÉNE: Let’s hit the gas, my good ogre!

HERALD: I’m escalating the stakes a bit, since we’re at the climax 
and you folks are worthy of a climax. And since this is a demo, let’s 
make this the 10-die “you’re definitely going to triumph, and this is 
about the cost” element.

In increasing the number of dice, the Herald leverages the spirit of shifting 
the scene’s dice, p. XX, and the guidance on escalation, p. XX.
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SUNISA: Well, since I’m helping Mr. Teeth drive with my car 
wizardry, that’s a supercharged Ambit since he’s Family.

HERALD: Only if you’re helping in a way that’s already in your Ambit.

SUNISA: So part of the problem is that even though the chariot is 
rolling smoothly, we aren’t going fast enough. I need to coax that 
tentacled beast into going faster than it’s gone before.

HERALD: You have to unleash the beast?

SUNISA: Yes! I climb on top of the beast to whisper in its ear what 
it needs to push itself harder.

HERALD: Let’s sell how perilous this looks for the camera. It’s all 
tenebrous and shit, so gripping on is nigh-impossible since there’s 
nothing to hold onto but slimy tentacles and shadow.

SUNISA: Yeah, I’m into it! This is me helping Mr. Teeth bond with 
his soon-to-be Sweet Ride, since I’m figuring that he’s going to 
become my ogre car wizard apprentice.

MISCHA: That won’t bite us in the ass in the future.

SUNISA: Exactly! I’ll start by buying a die with Grandeur.

MISCHA: (keeping track of the Grandeur pool) We only have 2 Gran-
deur, so no die in there.

HERALD: The “unleash the beast” joke wasn’t worth Grandeur?

The players say nothing.

HERALD: That’s fair. Deciding Mr. Teeth is going to be a future car 
wizard, and jumping onto shadows to make it happen, is definitely 
worth Grandeur though.

MISCHA: Alright, now we have enough Grandeur for a die.

HELÉNE: Did I give Grandeur for the Jabberwocky bit?

SUNISA: Nope.

HELÉNE: I am now.
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SUNISA: Rad! Alright, I’m helping Family, and this is about speed, 
so this is a supercharged Ambit. I’m spending 3 Pneuma for 3 dice.  
Plus a grandeur die. And this is Tenacity (3) and Flow (3), since 
I’m clinging onto all that monster-y nothingness.

Sunisa’s roll: 3 successes

1  1  2  2  5  5  6  7  7  8  

Herald’s roll: 4 successes

2  2  3  5  6  6  8  8  9  0

HERALD: Wanna reroll those failures? It’s just 4 Pneuma…

SUNISA: Dammit, you know I am. I’m not letting Mr. Teeth down. 
Sunisa rerolls the misses: 4 more successes, for a total of 7!

2  2  4  6  8  9  0  > 7

Wrapping up
HERALD: So to give you a peek under the hood, I was totally 

gonna have you leave with everything but your soul if you got a 
dramatic setback. But since you got a dramatic success instead… 
you make the equivalent of a sonic boom happen in all the Sidhe 
Empires, announcing Mr. Teeth’s elevation into the first car wizard 
of his kind.

MISCHA: And how about we get back right after we left, no 
messed-up time dilation from being in the fae world.

HERALD: Good by me! You get back in time to see yourselves swal-
lowed up by the fae trap that brought you there in the first place. 

MISCHA: That’s good, ’cuz I gotta get ready for my date tonight… 
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SHOWDOWN PLAY 
EXAMPLE

Showdown is the system in Katanas & Trenchcoats covering two (or 
more) sides struggling to subdue or defeat the other. 

This took around 90 minutes of play time. Since showdowns have 
quite a few parts to learn and keep track of, we cut some of the table 
talk we showed in the sequence example.

The cast
 † The Herald, played by Ryan

 † Henrí the immortal (he/him), played by Heléne

 † Shotgun the car wizard (they/them), played by Sunisa

 † Mal the hunter (she/her), played by Mischa

The Herald is played by this game's core creator, Ryan. Why say that? 
Because some moments slightly diverge from the rules as written—as 
part of how this session was genuinely played. It's fine to drift in the 
moment, as long as everyone (including the Darkest Cosmos) has fun, 
everyone sticks to the spirit of the rules, and no one feels the drifts 
are unfair.
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Painting the scene
HERALD: You’re approaching the misty nether-isle off of the coast 

of Darkest California, where a cult of humans are working to resur-
rect a clan of ancient weredodos, which you’re here to stop. There’s 
one weredodo archpriest here. This is the mid-season climax, so 
tell me something that’s personal to you in this conflict.

MISCHA: So I was dating this innocent mortal, Jayme (they/them), 
but then after a brutal night where a monster almost killed me, 
I pushed them away to keep them out of this terrible life… well 
they’re there now, captured.

HERALD: As a conduit, a sacrificial vessel for a weredodo archpriest 
from the past to take over. This is one of their sacrifices.

SUNISA: I hear through my contacts that the one weredodo here isn’t 
actually here of their own will, but is also captured and coerced.

HELÉNE: The cult is obviously funded by my nemesis.

HERALD: Obviously.

Setting up the showdown
HERALD: The cult is the Threat, and since there are three of you 

it has 3 steeled Resolve boxes. Have you all interacted with, pined 
for, or brooded about your Wellspring of Solace? If so, you get 2 
steeled boxes yourself, or just 1 if not.

All indicate yes.

Henrí:  B  B5  3  1  S
Mal:  B  B  5  3  1  S
Shotgun: B   B  5  3  1  S

Threat:  BBB  5  4  3  2  1  S

SHOWDOWN PLAY 
EXAMPLE
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Establishing moment
HERALD: Great. Let’s start with an establishing moment: What are 

you doing to get onto the island safely and securely, and creep up 
on the ruined temple within? Is this guns-blazing? Is it stealthy?

MISCHA: We come up on a Zodiac and sneak on them.

HERALD: Only one of you needs to deal with rolling this action. 
I have 5 dice. Who wants to handle this?

MISCHA: This sounds like Cunning (2) and Shroud (2). I’ll spend 
3 of Mal’s Pneuma for another die.

Mischa’s roll: 2 successes

4  5  5  7  0  > 6

Herald’s roll: 4 successes

4  8  9  9  0

HERALD: Do you want to describe what trips you up?

MISCHA: We totally land all stealthy, and that’s not the problem. 
What is the problem is right after we land, a bored cultist comes 
around the corner. We stare off for a moment, then they shout 
“Alarm!”

HERALD: Fabulous. Definitely Grandeur for that. For transparency, 
if you’d succeeded I would say taking advantage of surprise is a 
collective Ambit for y’all while you have it, but you don’t have said 
surprise. Next time.

MISCHA: Indeed.

Action 1: Shotgun looks for advantage
HERALD: There’s a bunch of cultists scrambling around and 

shouting, getting ready to assail you. We’re in the showdown 
proper. Who wants to go now?

SUNISA: I’m looking for the weredodo.
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HERALD: Not a problem. They’re working with the cultists, as the 
director of the ritual.

SUNISA: And obviously conned or brainwashed.

HERALD: Likely. But it does mean they’ll actively fight you.

SUNISA: I go up to a different cultist, say “Hey, I’m new here, where 
can I get some robes?”

HERALD: You’re… going to try to con someone after the alarm just 
went off ?

SUNISA: Yes.

HERALD: Alright. That’s not an assail, but that can give you a situ-
ational advantage.

SUNISA: It plays into Shotgun’s Element of Oil, so they’ll get a 
momentum die if they succeed.

HERALD: Great. I’ll keep at 5 dice for this.

SUNISA: I’ll use Tenacity (3) and Sway (3).

HERALD: Tenacity doesn’t work. You just suddenly came out of 
nowhere, this is too quick for that. 

SUNISA: Then Cunning (2) and Sway (3). And I’ll spend 2 Pneuma 
for a die based on Shotgun’s Element Ambit.

Sunisa’s roll: 3 successes

1  1  4  6  7  0  > 7

Herald's roll: 3 successes

4  5  8  9  0

HERALD: That’s a messy success. The cultist says “Uh, okay? I’ll go 
get you a robe, while you go help fight those intruders.” Basically, 
you get a temporary pass, but not a robe right away. And that’s still 
a success, so you get your momentum die for Shotgun’s Element.
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Action 2: Cultists assail Mal & Henrí
HERALD: The cultists are going all-in now. They’re using profane 

nature magic against Henrí and Mal… like lightning. Clouds roll in, 
with all sorts of lightning artillery. I’m rolling 7 dice on this light-
ning assail against both of you. How are you each dealing with that?

The Grandeur pool is now full, at 10

MISCHA: I’m charging straight through it, taking it on the chin to 
close the distance with the lead magic asshole. That’s Potency (3) 
and Force (3). Taking stupid risks to save humans is in my 
Ambit, so I’ll buy two more dice. And I’ll take a Grandeur die.

HERALD: Is this a counter?

MISCHA: Yup! 

HERALD: Before I roll, we need to address Henrí’s part. What do 
you do?

HELÉNE: I’m also going to use my Blood of Lightning. I know this 
mystical lightning can still hurt me, but that doesn’t stop me from 
summoning my Awesome Blade and grabbing some of that profane 
lightning for myself.

HERALD: I love that. Grandeur.

HELÉNE: That’s Potency (2) and Force (3) for me also, and I’m 
taking a Grandeur die. I’m spending 2 Pneuma to activate Blood of 
Lightning for a momentum die. 

HERALD: That also sounds like a counter. Let’s go!

Mischa’s roll: 6 successes

2  5  6  7  8  8  9  0  0  > 3  4

Heléne’s roll: 2 successes

1  5  6  6  6  9  9

Herald’s roll: 2 successes

1  1  2  6  6  8  9
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HERALD: Well, Mal’s dramatic success means she does 2 Resolve hits 
to the cult. Henrí and the cultists each do 1 Resolve hit to each other.

Henrí:  /  B5  3  1  S
Mal:  B  B  5  3  1  S
Shotgun: B   B  5  3  1  S

Threat:  ///  5  4  3  2  1  S

HERALD: Let’s start with the least dramatic one first. Henrí, how 
do you feel about your damage coming from taking on that mystical 
lightning bolt, but also using it to run a cultist through.

HELÉNE: Love it. What does this one look like after I basically 
knock the robes off of them?

HERALD: Like they’re your standard young Hollywood ecoterrorist, 
whatever your mind imagines when I say that. As for Mal, what 
does it look like when you take the lightning on the chin, walking 
through it like nothing, and getting sickhouse?

Our editor thought “sickhouse” meant “some sort of 
hospital,” and you have no idea how I love thinking of 
this scene with that interpretation!

MISCHA: The lightning genuinely runs through her body. The light-
ning throws her 10 meters forward, right into one of the cultists, 
knife-first. Two cultists for two Resolve hits sounds fun.

HERALD: Hell yeah!

Action 3: Henrí assails
HERALD: Henrí and Mal have actions of their own to do.

HELÉNE: Hmm. Just stabbing someone seems a bit too subdued at 
this point. It’s time for some battle rage. Who’s the biggest nature 
mage there?
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HERALD: Conveniently, there’s a really big guy who has his eyes 
focused on you. He’s the one nature mage wearing an elk antler 
helm, ’cuz that’s how we set him apart in the shot from the 
other extras.

HELÉNE: Him. I want him.

HERALD: Awesome! So this is where we’re gonna escalate things. 
Part of that escalation is making this person a named character. 
Let’s call him… James Velvet. The Darkest Cosmos has 8 dice for 
showcasing Velvet’s reveal.

MISCHA: That sounds like an Elvis impersonator.

HERALD: … Yes, totally does. You’re close enough to Darkest Vegas 
that you sometimes deal with mystical Elvis impersonators.

HELÉNE: I’m not an Elvis fan, so this isn’t complicated for me. I’m 
going to take those antlers off the hard way, perhaps along with 
his head.

The Herald feels that’s enough to make the action obvious and expects 
more narration to happen after the dice roll.

HERALD: Since you’re an immortal and this is probably with your 
Awesome Blade, let me ask: Do you believe James Velvet to be a 
worthy foe?

HELÉNE: An Elvis impersonator? Nah.

HERALD: Alright, then it’s just regular Ambit from your Awesome 
Blade, not supercharged. Tell me what you’re rolling.

HELÉNE: As I’m rushing at him, is he doing something like trying 
to counter me with lightning coming from his hands?

HERALD: Hell yes, he is now.

HELÉNE: Great! Then I’m using Tenacity (3) and Force (3). I’ll grab 
a Grandeur die and buy a die with 2 Pneuma.

SUNISA: Mind if I help?

HELÉNE: Please do!
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SUNISA: Alright, since I’m behind all of them, I’m gonna take this 
moment to grab some of the dirt around me and throw it in his face. 
’Cuz today I fight dirty.

There’s groaning around the game, which for this group qualifies as being 
worth Grandeur.

SUNISA: So that’s helping Family, and it’s in Shotgun’s Element, so 
it costs 1 Pneuma to give Henrí a die.

HERALD: Rad! I have 9 dice.

Heléne’s roll: 4 successes

1  2  6  6  9  9  0  0>34

Herald’s roll: 4 successes

1  2  2  4  4  7  8  9  9

HERALD: You’re tying. Want to reroll? That’s 7 Pneuma.

HELÉNE: Nope. I’m good with the trade. I expect my Pneuma 
to go elsewhere after this, and you aren’t going to force me into 
a Compact.

Shotgun takes a momentum die for their car wizard Endowment about 
helping Family, since a tie still counts as Henrí succeeding.

HERALD: Sure I won’t… Anyway, how about you tell me how you 
hurt Velvet, but you don’t kill him.

HELÉNE: Alright, so I come up to this guy, my Awesome Blade 
ready, sparking with lightning, and I go for the head. But he blocks 
my sword with his forearm, so I end up taking his arm off instead 
of his head.

HERALD: Oooh, that’s not good. Velvet uses that arm to play shows. 
Hey Henrí, would you like a new nemesis?

HELÉNE: Always.

HERALD: Okay, then here’s what I’m thinking for how you take your 
Resolve hit. Just as his arm goes flying through the air, something 
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out of nowhere hits you from behind, like a club, knocking you to 
the ground. Looking up, Velvet has in his hand an ancient lute—
which is what hit you.

HELÉNE: Okay…

HERALD: And it felt a lot like getting hit with an Awesome Blade.

HELÉNE: … Is he an immortal?

HERALD: Yup! Your immortal danger sense goes off, which was 
drowned out by all the mystical lightning before. At least, that’s 
what we’re retconning as the reason.

HELÉNE: In that case, clearly we’ve known each other over 
the centuries.

HERALD: Yup. Let me apply the Resolve hits before we push 
this further.

Henrí:  B  B5  3  1  S
Mal:  /  /  5  3  1  S
Shotgun: B   B  5  3  1  S

Threat:  ///  5  4  3  2  1  S

HERALD: Since the cultists crossed off a numbered box, let’s see if 
they’re still in the showdown.

Herald’s roll: 2 successes

2  3  4  8  9

HERALD: I have at least 1 success, so the fight isn’t over yet. Henrí, 
we’ll develop your history with Velvet later. Now, it’s Mal’s action.

Action 4: Mal goes to free her friend
HERALD: So Mal… you hear a scream as your once-paramour is 

about to be sacrificed by the weredodo priest!

SUNISA: Nooooo!
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MISCHA: Since as a player, I know the weredodo might not be a 
villain, I don’t want to look like a jerk character by tackling an 
endangered animal. Instead, I want to do something that just 
disrupts the ritual to buy the captives time while my friends take 
care of the other dangers.

HERALD: Rad, I love that. So that’s not assailing, but that definitely 
affects how I’m able to put pressure on you. So you can do that with 
your own vague occultism, but the weredodo is going to basically 
assail you back via magic.

MISCHA: I can take it. I pull out my Pocket Guide to Unmaking, and 
start loudly chanting a passage from one of its very dogeared pages.

HERALD: Sweet. Someone you care for and also did wrong by is at 
stake, and you definitely can’t apologize if she’s sacrificed, so this is 
definitely worth 8 dice.

MISCHA: When—not if, when—I rescue her, that’s my pickup line. 
“You’re worth 8 dice in my heart.”

HERALD: Hah, the Darkest Cosmos thinks that’s worth Grandeur. 
Tell me what you’re rolling.

MISCHA: I’m gonna argue for Potency by saying this isn’t me being 
clever, this is me just shouting over the storm and throwing spiri-
tual energy around, like I’m just punching the ritual over and over 
again. And it’s Forge, since it’s about occultism, right?

HERALD: Potency works for me. Your Forge is garbage, right?

MISCHA: Yes, it’s just 1. That’s why I need my 3 from Potency. 
So I’m starting at 4 dice, but I’m committed to this narrative.

SUNISA: Can I help somehow?

HERALD: I mean, I’m happy to keep taking your Pneuma, but you’re 
stretching the Darkest Cosmos’s sense of disbelief by you helping 
everyone everywhere, even if you’re a car wizard.

HELÉNE: I help instead, then. Here’s how: I pay 3 Pneuma to turn 
my Blood of Lightning into Harbinger of Storms, because seeing 
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Velvet again fills me with pure rage as last time we met on the 
battlefield, he bested me. So as I’m losing my shit, my lightning 
gives Mal some extra power to disrupt the magic. And I’ll spend 
another 2 Pneuma to give Mal a die as well, since utilizing my 
storm for any exciting purpose is in our Ambit.

HERALD: That’s 5 Pneuma! Are you sure?

HELÉNE: This is a cool scene. Why are you arguing with me?

HERALD: Just making sure before I take your sweet, sweet Pneuma. 
Want to make sure you know what you’re paying for.

MISCHA: Awesome! That’s 5 dice, and I’m also going to take a 
Grandeur die and buy 2 dice for 4 Pneuma, since Henrí’s lightning 
Ambit is also available to me.

SUNISA: I have a thought on how I can give Mal a die that doesn’t 
make the scene another “look at how awesome Shotgun is” 
moment: I know the name of the weredodo, and I call it out, so 
maybe that helps pull his attention away?

HERALD: I love that, and that definitely sets up upcoming interac-
tions with you. Is Mal Family?

SUNISA: Mal’s the second cousin I never had. So I’m spending 2 
Pneuma for Mal to get another die.

MISCHA: That’s 9 dice to your 8.

Mischa’s roll: 4 successes

1  1  2  2  3  6  8  9  0  > 7

Herald’s roll: 3 successes

1  1  1  5  6  0  0  0

MISCHA: Ugh, I’m so tempted to reroll those dice.

HERALD: It’s in your Ambit thanks to the lightning, so you could 
for 7 Pneuma.
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MISCHA: Nope, just saying I’m tempted for the benefit of your 
actual play writeup.

How delightfully meta!

HERALD: Fair. So you succeed. The victims are all relatively safe 
for the moment. How does that look?

MISCHA: So I think it’s a big group moment, where I’m channeling 
Henrí’s lightning into my anti-magic, and it’s nearly not enough, but 
at the moment where our magics are about to blow up in our faces, 
Shotgun calling out makes the weredodo turn their head. That’s 
when I break the spell.

HERALD: I love making sure everyone gets some love there. Gran-
deur for sure. That sounds like a great segue to the last action of 
this round, since no one has gone against Shotgun yet.

Action 5: Weredodo assailing Shotgun
HERALD: There’s something about you, Shotgun, that has the 

weredodo focusing on you with more than just  the malintent you’d 
expect toward the asshole who just disrupted the magic that would 
bring their family back from the past.

SUNISA: Oh, goodie!

HERALD: They draw their dagger, start carving sigils in the air, and 
shouts back at you “Fiend! You shall be the first to birth my family!”

SUNISA: Shotgun gets some real feels at the weredodo saying 
“Family.” Grandeur. But I don’t want to assail back like a regular 
counter. I want to see if I can reach them, because I’m sure they’re 
being somehow compelled to do this.

HERALD: Let’s make that obvious. Mal, you can see some sort of 
charm spell affecting him. You tell me how you can see it, when 
it’s important.

MISCHA: You’re saying that so I make up whatever’s needed 
for Shotgun?
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HERALD: Yep. And because I have enough stuff to make up during 
a scene. You can stand to help with worldbuilding.

SUNISA: Right on. Yeah, so then I shout back, “I know you don’t 
want to do this. I know you’re a gentle soul. Let us help you.”

HERALD: Really?

SUNISA: (starts gathering dice) I’m dead serious.

HERALD: So that sounds like if you win, you take the weredodo out 
of commission, but ultimately that doesn’t affect the cultists in the 
fight because we all know the weredodo is enthralled. And if the 
weredodo wins, you take a Resolve hit because magical knives hurt.

SUNISA: I’m far away, right?

HERALD: You tell me where you are at this point.

SUNISA: Let’s say I started running up to Mal and the weredodo 
after I called their name.

HERALD: You’re close enough for mystical stabbing range. I’m grab-
bing 7 dice. Relatively speaking, the Darkest Cosmos feels like the 
tension of this moment is a little lower than with Mal’s interruption, 
thanks to y’all teaming up amazingly.

SUNISA: I’m sticking to my guns even if he’s going to hurt me, so I’m 
using Tenacity (3) and Sway (3).

HERALD: Sell me on Tenacity.

SUNISA: I’m pleading with someone pointing a mystical knife at me 
that I’m here to help them, and not defending myself or assailing 
them even as they’re doing some horrible shit?

HERALD: Sure, I’m sold. That’s 6 dice, plus your momentum die 
for a total of 7.

SUNISA: And a Grandeur die, since we keep entertaining each other. 
I really want to win the weredodo over, so…

MISCHA: This sounds like a good moment for me to help. Since I 
have an Edge for “fighting ensorcellements is in my Ambit, and 
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I get a free bonus die once per episode,” can I give my free die as 
a helping die?

HERALD: Normally no, because helping is about Pneuma flowing 
back and forth. And I shouldn’t give you a break on spending 
Pneuma since my job is to push you into situations where you 
want to spend more, but screw it. You can this time. What does 
that look like?

Yeah, this Herald is bending some of the rules. 
Remember, your Darkest Cosmos may vary!

MISCHA: There’s a necklace made of green magic that I can see 
through my occult vision, so I’m trying to mystically tag against it 
while Shotgun psychologically does.

SUNISA: Grandeur! And that’s 9 dice for me.

Sunisa’s roll: 5 successes

2  2  4  4  6  7  7  7  0  > 9

Herald’s roll: 2 successes

3  4  4  5  5  8  0

SUNISA: Yeah! Dramatic success, babbbeeeee!

HERALD: Nice! Yeah, so the necklace snaps and you see the 
dodo’s eyes go from hateful to sorrowful at once. It barely mutters, 
“Chosen one…” as it collapses to the ground unconscious.

SUNISA: What…? Are they okay?

HERALD: Yeah, it’s dramatic unconsciousness, since there’s still a 
raging battle around you. And since you dramatically succeeded, 
even though you weren’t countering I think it should still do a 
Resolve hit to the cultists, as they see their token priest taken low.
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Henrí:  B  B5  3  1  S
Mal:  /  /  5  3  1  S
Shotgun: B   B  5  3  1  S

Threat:  ///  5  4  3  2  1  S

HERALD: Since that was an incidental Resolve hit against the 
Threat, I’m not rolling to see if they’re out of the fight. There’s a bit 
more action to be had, but they’re getting on the ropes!

Action 6: Henrí assails Velvet
HELÉNE: It’s a new round, right? Then I wanna go. I have a nemesis 

here and everything.

HERALD: It is a new round! I’m game to see you square off against 
Velvet. How’s everyone else?

MISCHA: Sounds good!

SUNISA: I’ll get the popcorn.

HELÉNE: I get up, we lock eyes.

HERALD: We get one of those classic flashback moments of your 
duel centuries past. Velvet sneers, “I don’t need two arms to best 
you again, Henrí.”

HELÉNE: “I’m not who I once was. I’ve grown in the centuries. Let’s 
see if you have.”

MISCHA: Grandeur!

HERALD: Fab. So to really bring the drama up, I’m pulling out the 
big guns. The Darkest Cosmos is giving me 11 dice, as we’ve just 
revealed one of the major villains of the series. And you see that 
in the special effects budget, where pouring out from him is visual 
melody. His “Harbinger of Storms” is about music rather than 
lightning. It’s literally heavy metal right now.
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HELÉNE: There are many times I want to see this game on film, 
and this is one of them. Grandeur! I’m staring back, my lightning 
raging more. And there’s us dueling back and forth. Dueling with 
weapons and bitter words.

HERALD: I think that’s good enough to get to the die roll part. And 
to telegraph, if you don’t take him out this action, he gets the next 
action as his vile harmony assails everyone on the island, friend 
and foe alike.

HELÉNE: Oh, I’m bringing it! I’m using Force (3). I think it’s 
Tenacity because we’re squaring off, like… you know how some 
friends are just able to pick up where they left off after months or 
years apart? It’s like that for murdering Velvet.

HERALD: I accept that.

HELÉNE: Then that’s 3 for Tenacity, 1 Grandeur die, 1 bonus die for 
Harbinger of Storms, and Velvet is now definitely a worthy foe so 
my Awesome Blade Ambit is supercharged. I have 6 Pneuma left, 
so I’ll spend 3 Pneuma for 3 dice.

Henrí had a brief scene before the showdown where he spent 2 Pneuma, 
which now Heléne is somewhat regretting, and the Darkest Cosmos is 
quite pleased about.

HERALD: To let you know, since your Ambit is supercharged, it’s 
now only 4 Pneuma for you to reroll misses.

HELÉNE: Hmm. You know what, screw it. I’m going to spend all my 
Pneuma for dice. If I have to reroll, then I’ll rip open an Anguish, 
but I’m giving Velvet no quarter. That’s a total of 14 dice.

Heléne’s roll: 2 successes

1  2  2  3  3  4  4  5  5  6  6  
6  7  9

Herald’s roll: 6 successes

2  3  4  4  6  7  8  8  9  9  0
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We promise you this wasn’t fudged. The dice can really 
go like that, either way!

HERALD: So, we have two directions: You could reroll those 12 
garbage dice by taking an Anguish to get Pneuma back, or you 
can totally lose again to Velvet and we see what Velvet does to 
your friends?

The Herald’s job is at times to be that blatantly manip-

ulative for my sake, as long as it’s loudly telegraphed.

HELÉNE: You know I’m taking that Anguish.

HERALD: Do you know what that Anguish looks like?

HELÉNE: Not yet.

HERALD: That’s okay. Write a placeholder Anguish on your sheet, 
something like “(from that battle with Velvet)” in parentheses, so 
we know to refine it later.

Heléne writes that down, takes 10 Pneuma, immediately pays 4 to reroll 
the 12 missed dice.

HELÉNE: Since I need to describe how the action changes with 
the reroll: So he has me on the ropes, his music is so awesome 
it’s about to flay my skin. So instead of trying to strike against his 
music—which I realize is how I lost our last battle—I decide to pick 
up some inspiration from my aikido master boyfriend a couple 
centuries back and redirect that energy… by using the lightning 
from my sword to supercharge the, uh, could we say he has some 
like metaphysical amps pumping this music out or something?

HERALD: Um, yes! Grandeur, and that sounds so awesome.

HELÉNE: Yeah, so I’m going to blow his amp out to harm him, or 
it stays a dramatic setback for me. Either way, it feels like a good 
way to escalate.
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Heléne’s reroll: 6 more successes, for a total of 8

1    2    3    3    4    5    6    7    8    9  
 0  0  > 47

HERALD: Before we get to narrating more, that’s 2 Resolve hits to 
the Threat, bringing that down to 2.

Henrí:  B  B5  3  1  S
Mal:  /  /  5  3  1  S
Shotgun: B   B  5  3  1  S

Threat:  ///  5  4  3  2  1  S

HERALD: This seems like the right moment for victory, so the 
Darkest Cosmos doesn’t feel like a roll is needed. Velvet is out. 
Describe how you take them out and basically rout everyone, but 
you don’t get to perma-kill Velvet yet: he’s an ongoing antagonist.

HELÉNE: Would you mind starting? I like how you set things up.

HERALD: Of course! Alright, so of course there’s a clash between 
you two, and another, and another, where you seem evenly 
matched. But you’re building up your storm’s momentum with each 
strike, and finally *bam* you break through Velvet’s defense. Each 
strike before was like hitting a massive drum, knocking everyone 
on the island down, but this moment is the shockwave that causes 
the temple to start crumbling.

HELÉNE: Awesome. I can take it from there.

HERALD: Yeah! I’m excited to hear you roll with that.

HELÉNE: So then that vile symphony fades away. And as I stand 
over Velvet, the storm fades too—my rage is no longer white hot. I 
say, “Do you recall what you said to me after our last battle?”

HERALD: How do you want me to play that? What are you looking 
for from Velvet’s response?

HELÉNE: Something smug?
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HERALD: Cool. “I told you that you would only earn death after 
you’re fully broken.”

HELÉNE: “To use the modern vernacular: ditto.” I kick him into the 
temple that’s starting to break apart.

HERALD: I didn’t plan on you riffing on “broken” like that! Gran-
deur! So I think that wraps up the showdown. Everyone who isn’t 
a cultist is able to safely get away. Everyone, give me a detail about 
the aftermath of the scene as we close it.

SUNISA: There are boats here, since it’s an island. I get the victims 
and the weredodo on one.

HERALD: Of course there are.

SUNISA: I wasn’t asking. (grinning) I’m a car wizard, I could spend 
this momentum die to make a vehicle happen, using Everything’s 
an Exit.

HERALD: That’s a bit of a stretch on that Endowment, but I like the 
cut of your carburetor.

Damn, car wizards are really OP. Like all my beloved 
splats are, especially with very permissive Heralds. ♥

MISCHA: I rescue any of the cultists who look like they just fell into 
the wrong crowd and regret their life choices now.

HELÉNE: Grandeur for that. I would have left them to die.

MISCHA: That’s why you’re not in charge of rescue missions, you’re 
the muscle.

HELÉNE: Fair enough. I get on the boat with the then newly 
un-cultists, to make sure they stay un-cultists throughout the ride. 
I look back at the ruined temple, and there’s no movement yet. But 
I know this isn’t the last I’ll see of James Velvet.

HERALD: And there we go! That’s our showdown. Let’s all take a 
break, and if anyone has an idea for how Henrí’s Anguish could 
look feel free to blurt it out.




